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Due to the increasing specialization in the
different branches of knowledge,
multidisciplinary activities have become
increasingly rare. However, when synergies
are found between areas that are
considered completely alien to each other,
revolutionary pieces of work are produced.
A particular example of this is Arts and
Sciences: the Two Cultures. When Arts and
Sciences come together, like, for example
in the fantastic anatomic studies by
Leonardo da Vinci, or the portrait of spacetime continuum by Salvador Dali, the result
change forever the way we perceive the
world.
With “Art and Science, a SRUK initiative”,
we aim to create a space where both
scientists and artists can work together,
communicate and learn from each other.
We propose this activity in which both
scientists and artists will explore the same
scientific question or hypothesis.

Exhibition Curator: Marina Vélez
Evaluation Committee: Sandra Blanco, María
Brancos, Elena Corchero, Fernando
González, Patrick Morris, Marina Vélez, Anna
Vilalta.

Programme
2.15pm Doors opening
2.30-2.45pm Welcome and Opening:
Anna Vilalta (Director of SRUK Cambridge)
3.00-3.45pm The Colliding Worlds of Art,
Science & Technology, Professor Arthur
Miller
3.45-4.45pm Artwork presentations by artists
and scientists
4.45-6pm Artwork exhibition. I session
6:00-6:15pm Awards Ceremony
Anna Vilalta (Director of SRUK Cambridge)
María Brancos (Fundación Telefónica)
6:15-7pm Artwork exhibition. II session
Closing doors at 7pm
Coffee and tea available during the
exhibition
For more information, contact:
cambridge@sruk.org.uk

GUEST SPEAKER:
Arthur I. Miller

Arthur I. Miller is fascinated by the nature of creative
thinking - in art on the one hand and science on the
other. What are the similarities, what are the
differences? He has published many critically
acclaimed books, including Einstein, Picasso: Space,
Time and the Beauty that Causes Havoc (nominated
for a Pulitzer Prize); Insights of Genius: Imagery and
Creativity in Science and Art; Empire of the Stars:
Chandra, Eddington and the Quest for Black Holes
(shortlisted for the Aventis Prize) and 137: Jung,
Pauli, and the Pursuit of a Scientific Obsession. He
writes for the Guardian and The New York Times.
He regularly broadcasts and gives lectures, and
curates exhibitions on art and science. He is
professor emeritus of history and philosophy of
science at the University College of London.
Currently he is completing a book entitled Creativity
and Genius in a World of Machines.
His recent book Colliding Worlds: How Cutting-Edge
Science is Redefining Contemporary Art (W.W.
Norton) tells the story of how art, science and
technology are fusing in the twenty-first century. To
research it he interviewed leading figures in the
world of contemporary science-influenced art and
has spent time and lectured at CERN, the MIT Media
Lab, Le Laboratoire, the School of Visual Arts, ZKM,
and Ars Electronica. In 2013 he was a juror for the
Prix Ars Electronica for Hybrid Art.

www.arthurimiller.com
www.collidingworlds.org

